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Attic and Crawlspace Vent Details Affect Wildfire Losses
Sacramento, CA Direct experience
with fighting fires in the wildland
urban interface (WUI) has revealed
that wind-driven embers pose a major
threat to homes and businesses.
While creation of “defensible space”
around a structure and the use of fireresistant building materials greatly
reduce risk, it has become evident
that small openings, such as soffit,
gable, roof and crawlspace vents often allow ember penetration and loss
of the structure.
Adding to the experience of the firefighters we now also have the benefit
of careful laboratory research into
what happens when a powerful wind
brings heat and thousands of embers
and firebrands into contact with a
home or other building. Thanks to
experiments conducted by the Institute for Business and Home Safety
(IBHS), and others, we know much
more about how ember entry through
vents can result in ignition of combustible materials in an attic, and result in a building burning from the
inside out.
Building professionals have a duty to
follow all current codes and standards, but also to be knowledgeable
about anticipated changes. Home and
business owners may also benefit
from being aware of recent research
and consider retrofitting their buildings to a higher level of protection.

Ember resistance research facility
As an example, thanks to improved
test methods for evaluating the ability of a vent to resist the intrusion
of flame and embers, we now know
that a 1/16th or 1/8th inch mesh
screen is more effective than a 1/4
inch mesh. Some attic and roofridge vents now have more effective baffles or use steel wool or other materials to improve ember (and
rain) resistance. Innovative vents
that automatically close when exposed to high temperature are also
now an option.
Professional wildland firefighters
share details of their successes and
failures to become better prepared
to protect lives and property. One

network for exchanging critical
firefighting knowledge is the
Wildland Fire Lessons Learned
Center, with the motto: “A
lesson is learned when we
change our behavior.” The
dramatically rising toll from
wildfire damage is spurring
awareness as well as calls to
change our behavior. Mitigation standards and practices
need to evolve and become ever more effective. Improvements in attic and crawlspace
vent design to reduce ember
invasion is an important example of how we can make progress.
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More information:
Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IHBS) Vent Study:
https://disastersafety.org/ibhs/wildfire-vulnerability-vents-wind-blown-embers/
IBHS – NFPA Attic and Crawlspace Vents and Wildfire Fact Sheets:
https://disastersafety.org/ibhs/ibhs-nfpa-wildfire-research-fact-sheets/
Marin County, CA information about innovations in vent design:
https://www.firesafemarin.org/hardening-your-home/vents
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